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GUIDELINES FOR ANNOUNCER AT OKS MEETS 
 

At all meets, the announcer’s first goal is to assist the Meet Referee, Meet Director, Clerk of 
the Course, Head Timer, and operations people to get information to the participants and 
attendees. Thus, the announcer will announce: 
 

 Time and location of officials meetings and coaches meetings 
 Time and location of timers meeting, may have to call for additional timers as necessary 

until enough to start meet 
 When adds and scratches are due to the clerk of the course 
 Rise for the national anthem 
 Announce first call for opening event number and name  
 While swimmers are lining up remind spectators that there is no flash photography at 

the starts, no one is allowed behind the blocks other than swimmers and coaches,  and 
that USA swimming rules dictate no cameras are allowed behind the blocks or in any 
bathrooms, locker rooms, or changing areas (these may need to be reiterated 
throughout the meet as necessary) 

 Continue announcing events, event name, and when to report (for larger meets may 
need to announce which heats are to report to avoid congestion) 

 Any reseeding or combining of heats as soon as possible to avoid confusion 
 Throughout meet announce sales pitch for heat sheets, meet shirts, apparel vendors, 

concessions and raffle where applicable 
 If there are finals announcer will be responsible for announcing each swimmers name. 

Please check correct pronunciation of each name. 
 Thanks sponsors, volunteers, coaches, parents and participants 
 Remind everyone to please clean up their area before leaving 
 Additional items may be added to this list as deemed appropriate by the event host 

organization. 

USA-S RULE 102.21 ANNOUNCER- The announcer shall make any announcements 
requested by the Meet Referee,  Clerk the of Course or meet management. 
 


